2014-15 LEADERSHIP STUDIES MINOR

LEADERSHIP STUDIES
Requires the following:

LED 210  Foundations of Leadership Studies 4 sh

Four semester hours chosen from the following 4 sh
    PHL 212  Ethical Practice
    PHL 215  Ethics and Decision Making

*Four semester hours chosen from the following: 4 sh
    MGT 412  Advanced Organizational Behavior
    PSY 368  The Psychology of Leadership

(*Only one course from this section may apply to the Leadership Studies minor)

Eight semester hours selected from the following 8 sh
(only one elective may be at the 200-level)
    COM 232  Public Relations and Civic Responsibility
    COM 234  Broadcasting in the Public Interest
    COM 300  Persuasion
    COM 310  Reporting for the Public Good
    ENG 304  Understanding Rhetoric
    HSS 213  Groups and Communities
    HSS 320  Group Dynamics and Leadership
    HSS 411  Administration of Human Services Agencies
    HST 338  Germany: War, Democracy and Hitler, 1914-1945
    HST 357  America’s Civil War
    HST 365  Social Movements in Post-Civil War America
    POL 325  The Presidency
    POL 326  The Congress
    PSY 241  Social Psychology
    SOC 331  The Self and Society
    SOC 343  Social and Cultural Change
    Other courses approved by the program coordinator

TOTAL  20 sh
Other courses and/or specific sections of certain courses will also be offered from time to time, which may count towards the Leadership Studies minor (usually as an elective). To locate these courses, students should go to OnTrack and select ‘Leadership Studies’ from the Course Type menu (not the Subject menu). These particular courses are also listed each semester under Leadership Studies in the Registrar’s Schedule of Classes.